it can be dtstilled into a belief which will be suhseguently verijied by teacheMs 'actions and wiil cfirect theirfollow-up actions.
Background otthe Research
Accompanying the increasing understanding regarding the coTrrplexity of the teaching profession, and together with the application of research findings of cognnive science in the field of education, the 1980s saw a transition in the study of teacher education from teachers' external behavior to teachers ' thinking (Li, 2009 (Dewey 1990 ).
4 Understanding the Features of Teachers' Practical Knowledge in Terms of lts
Fundamental Components
The research team at Peking University has singled out the al)ove components-subject, problem situation, reflection-in-action and belieFon the account that they 1argely encompass all the important features of teachers' practical knowledge. 'Ib better illustrate its diffbrentiating features, the fo11ewing analysis of teachers' practical knowledge will be made in contrast to theoretical knowledge.
1) The subject: The subject ofthe teachers; practical knowledge is teachers, who possess their own unique knowledge. Unlike theoretical knowledge, which is owned by academia, and used by teachers (as is often suggested in such popular sayings as "Linking theory with practice"), teachers' practical knowledge comes from their own practice, and directs their actions, It is both personal, revealing teachers' individual political ideologies, cognitive interests and teaching styles, and collective, capable of collective management by classifying and integrating its generic parts (Chen 2002) .
2) The problem situationi Teachers' practical knowiedge is usually displayed in problemsolving contexts, so it is value-based, situation-specific, and laden with background iniformation. Firstfy, it seeks meanings and the common good in education, as it is fbr the `benefit" of students.
By contrast, theoretical knowledge does not respond to ethical demands, and is strives to be as objective and neutral as possible, SecondlM practical knowledge mirrors teachers' "local knowledge" (Geertz 2000) . In contrast to theoretical knowledge, which is free of the concept of space-time, or when and where it is produced, teachers' practical knowledge cannot be generalized as "grand theory" to function universally. It can only be generalized to some extent (otherwise it would not oflfbr any guidance to similar contexts).
It is more like Merton's "middle range theory", confined Competency is shown in teachers' behavior, strategies, and actions, but not in their beliefs. According to Kathergan's (2004) Onion Model (fig, 2) 
